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OSTARA (CIRCA MARCH 21st) 



DECORATING YOUR OSTARA ALTAR 

Ostara is the time of balance. There is just as much light as there is dark 
and that's something you can use when decorating your altar. Use       

symbols that symbolize duality or simply use dual items, like a black and a 
white candle or a god and a goddess statue. 

 
If you take a look outside, you can easily see which colors you should go 

for. March is a very colorful month and you can use colors like yellow,    
purple and other colors from the flowers that represents the season. 

 
Ostara is also the time of year where nature grow and animals                      

gives life to their young. 
 

You can use fresh flowers, potted plants, eggs and figures of lambs, 
calves, rabbits etc, to symbolize this. 

 

yellow 

purple 

green 

pink 

blue 
 

 

 

eggs 

spring lamb 

cream and milk 

bread 

spring salad 

hot cross buns 
 

 

 

lily of the valley 

tansy 

lavender 

marjoram 

thyme 

tarragon 

lovage 

lilac 

violets 

 

lemon balm 

dogwood 

honeysuckle 

oakmoss 

orris root 

sunflower seeds 

rose hips 

oak 

elder 

willow 

crocus 

daffodil 

jonquil 

tulip 

broom (Scotch or Iris) 

meadowsweet 

acorn 

trefoil (purple        

 clover) 

vervain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

patchouli 

jasmine 

rose 

sage 
 

 

 

moonstone 

aquamarine 

clear quartz crystal 

rose quartz 

agate 

lapis lazuli 

amazonite 

garnet 
 

 

 

spring flowers 

lilies 

crocuses 

daffodils 

a basket of eggs 

     figurines of animals 

 (lambs, rabbits) 



OSTARA CHARGING RITUAL 

What you need: 

A piece of jewelry with a gemstone or crystal  

 

 

The night before, you should leave your jewelry out in the moonlight to 

cleanse the crystal of any bad energy. And the next morning, get up as 

early as possible to catch the sunrise and let the crystal absorb the      

energy of the sun.  

 

 

1.Light a candle. Green or white is best. Don’t use a black one. 

2. Lay your pendant down besides the candle. Make sure the candle 

 doesn’t cast a shadow over the pendant (you want the solar rays 

 to hit it). 

3. Say a prayer or a poem. Something like this: 
 

“Farewell to wintry spirits and friends; 
On morrow we greet the spirits of spring. 

Our blessings to thee as your way you wend; 
And merry we’ll meet next winter again.” 

 

4.Now just stand or sit in the morning sunlight. Let the rays of the sun 

 charge you and your pendant. Stay here for a few minutes, while 

 you appreciate and think of the winter and welcome the spring. 

5.The spring is the perfect time for when you want to start something 

 new. Think about what you could begin with this spring. 

6.Finally, blow out candle and say: 
 

“Merry meet, merry part, and merry meet again!” 

 

     7. The ritual is over and you go inside again, but leave your pendant 

 or crystal in the sun. Take a few moments and feel the cleansing 

 and energizing energies of the spring. Smell the air and the  

 changes in the seasons. Appreciate the winter that has just been 

 and  welcome the spring that’s on it’s way. 

Preparations: 

What you should do: 



Notes: 
 
 You can easily adapt this ritual to work with  gem-
stones or large crystals. 
 If you live in an apartment or somewhere else and 
cannot leave it outside, just lay it in your window so the 
sun will charge it. 
 If you are going to be outside, you can also wear 
it on you instead. 
 Whatever you do, it’s important that it stays in the 
sun as much as possible for the rest of the day. 
 At this point, it has little or no energy (because 
you left it in the moonlight). 
 When you do this to your jewelry, you'll charge it 
with fresh new energy from sun, which you can use 
whenever you feel down or are fatigued. 
 It’s also REALLY good if you are going to start a 
new habit or something like that. It’ll give passion, energy 
and strength!  


